ABSTRACT

Aims: In a larger study where the aim was to investigate choice and control in decision the role of partners was significant. Reported here are the experiences of those partners of young people with cancer.

Design: A qualitative, exploratory case study approach was utilised.

Methods: In the larger study 22 participants were recruited including five adolescents and young adults with cancer, two sets of parents/carers and three individual parents, five healthcare professionals linked to the adolescent or young adult with cancer and five friends or partners. Data were collected between February 2014 - February 2015 and included interviews, non-participant observation and documentary analysis.

Results: Three themes were identified relating to partner experience derived from partner and patient interview data: ‘practical support’, ‘putting your partner first’ and ‘acting as a confidante/ally’.

Conclusion: These findings reveal new knowledge of partner experience when adolescents and young adults have cancer. Richer in-depth understandings of partner experience are required in order to improve the care of adolescents and young adults with cancer and those around them.

Impact: These findings will inform the development of guidance and further research which will enhance knowledge of partner experience for those involved in cancer care in the adolescent and young adult age group.
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The experience of partners supporting adolescents and young adults with cancer

INTRODUCTION

Transitional activities enable young people to build their early adult lives and these can include the development of romantic relationships (Connolly et al., 2014). Emerging adulthood is generally considered an optimistic, exciting time (Arnett 2015). The diagnosis of cancer, however, can interrupt early adult development (Davies et al., 2018). The initiation, maintenance, growth and enhancement of romantic relationships are no exception. This paper will examine the experiences of those involved in romantic relationships with young people being treated for cancer with a view to considering how their needs could be met in the future.

BACKGROUND

Experiencing cancer as an adolescent or young adult (AYA) is not common. In the UK each year between 2013 and 2015, there was an average of 2,630 new cases of cancer in adolescents and young adults (AYAs), which equates to around seven new cases diagnosed every day (Cancer Research UK, 2018). Data from the Information Services Division Scotland, the Office for National Statistics, the Welsh Cancer Intelligence and Surveillance Unit and the Northern Ireland Cancer Registry, provided for Cancer Research UK, indicates that since the early 1990s, cancer incidence rates in teenagers and young adults have increased by 28%. The increase in females is higher rising by 38%, compared to males where there has been an increase of 19% (ISD Scotland, 2017; Office for National Statistics, 2017; the Welsh Cancer Intelligence and Surveillance Unit, 2017; Northern Ireland Cancer Registry, 2017). However, there is an ongoing debate about the age range in terms of young adulthood with some commentary suggesting that the accepted age range is now between 15 and 39 years. In this range there are an estimated 1 million young adults diagnosed with cancer worldwide each year (International agency for research on cancer 2012).

Additional stressors including financial, educational and those related to families, peers and partners are also present. However, evidence relating to understanding the perspective of partners supporting someone with cancer in this age group is limited. A paucity of empirical evidence exists which could inform an understanding of the intimate relationships engaged in by (AYAs) with cancer. Peer relationships during the cancer experience have been shown to be important (D’Agostino et al., 2011: Zebrack and Isaacson 2012). A limited literature presents evidence of difficulties in disclosing a cancer diagnosis to a new partner (Lewis and Mooney-Summers 2013). Furthermore, a small number of
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studies and commentary have focused on sexual difficulties experienced during cancer treatment (Morgan et al., 2010; Quinn et al., 2011; Peddie et al., 2012). Olsen and Harder (2009) focused on significant others, discussing attempts to ‘keep the worlds together’ (pg493) of AYAs and they discuss the wider social networks of this group. This provides a view on the important role that those other than family play in the experiences of AYAs with cancer. Additionally, Olsson et al., (2015) cite a number of pertinent issues about the cancer experiences of AYAs in Sweden which identify the importance of information on sex and fertility. Information on sex and fertility is important but this may be emphasised without considering the relationship as a whole. Soanes and Gibson (2018) highlight emotional support provided by partners and note that sometimes they also act as carers. Additionally, they state how cancer can disrupt the partner’s ‘young adult biography’ (pg46) whilst highlighting the requirement for further research involving both individuals and couples.

Support from those closest to the AYAs with cancer has focused on the involvement of families and how they can best help and cope during this time (Holm et al., 2003; Grinyer 2009; Kilicarson-Touruner and Akgun-Citak 2013; Barakat et al., 2014). Family is undeniably important in this context, however exploring the needs of partners requires further investigation.

Findings from the larger three year study from which this paper is derived explored choice and control in decision making in young people between 16 and 24 (Davies 2015). The current paper reports on a thematic analysis of data generated through interviews conducted with partners and patients participating in the larger study. The theoretical frameworks of agency and structure were utilised determining the nature of choice, control, freedom and autonomy AYAs had in decision making set against the structures that limited this choice (Davies 2015). Partners of the AYAs with cancer emerged as an important source of data and it became apparent they played a pivotal role in supporting those going through a cancer experience.

AIM

The aim of this paper is to share interview data derived from a larger study investigating choice and control in decision making in young people with cancer to report on the experiences of young people’s partners. Sharing this information will stimulate debate relating to partner experience.

DESIGN

An exploratory qualitative case study design was utilised. Multiple sources were included to gather views from individuals close to the AYAs during cancer treatment (Gillham 2000; Flyvberg 2006; Yin
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The participants were asked to nominate individuals who would be invited to participate and share their own views of their cancer experience. Patient public involvement prominent in the study development. Experts in the field of AYAs cancer care also contributed to the study design, recruitment and recommendations.

SAMPLE/PARTICIPANTS

Purposeful sampling using maximum variation was utilised recruiting five young people with cancer as participants for the original study. Inclusion criteria for AYAs included being between the ages of 16 and 24, undergoing curative treatment, being a minimum of two months following diagnosis and willing to consent. Using principles of case study design (Yin 2014), young people with cancer were asked to nominate a partner or friend to take part. Invitations were also extended to health or social care professionals involved in the care of the AYAs with cancer, and parents or carers. Three partners were recruited and this paper focuses exclusively on the accounts of this group. The characteristics and context of young people with cancer and their partners can be found in table one.

Table 1 participant characteristics and context

DATA COLLECTION

Data collection took place between February 2014 and February 2015. Each of the five young people in the original study nominated a partner or a friend to be invited for one interview (n=5) revealing the experiences of these individuals and how they sought to help those with cancer. All interviews were audi-taped and transcribed in a timely manner. Interviews with partners lasted between 35 minutes and one hour. The focus of this paper is on the single interviews undertaken with two partners and data detailing partner experience highlighted by one of the young people with cancer. Each partner was interviewed alone.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The study was approved by an internal University and NHS ethics review (REC reference number 13/WS/0293). This was a vulnerable population and knowledge, flexibility and skills to detect any concerns on the part of any participants in the study was paramount. Expert gatekeepers who worked in AYAs care made the first approach to potential participants and were available to answer any questions or to pass questions to the researcher throughout the study. The researcher kept a reflective diary throughout the study providing further opportunities to consider any ethical issues as they arose.
DATA ANALYSIS

In case study design it is important to be able to recognise relevant themes both within individual cases and across all relevant cases. Ayres et al., (2003) argue that this process is central to data analysis in case study research. They justify this view by saying although individual experiences may have limited value, there are aspects of individual experience which are unique which can help reveal particular issues. The original study utilised a combined within, and cross case, approach through the application of thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis is amongst the most popular approaches to making sense of qualitative data (Boyatzis 1998) and can provide a consistent pattern of experience across research participants. The primary analysis, as reported in the original study (Davies 2015), identified three overarching themes in the context of decision making. These were titled ‘life then’, ‘life interrupted’, and ‘life reclaimed’. Data from two interviews with young people’s partners, and from one young person who talked about their partner, were subjected to the thematic analysis using their six-step approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006) reported in this paper.

TRUSTWORTHINESS

The larger study in terms of its design, resonates with the notion of trustworthiness within the bounds of credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability as identified by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Credibility was ensured through the audio recording of all interviews followed by accurate transcribing. Triangulation of data in the larger study offered the potential for experiences to be analysed from a number of perspectives, thus increasing the likelihood of their trustworthiness as similar threads were identified. With reference to transferability the participants involved in the larger study were drawn from a cohort using specialist AYAs cancer services, a number of which exist throughout the UK. Dependability was observed as analysis conducted in the study followed all of the analytical process outlined in the data analysis section above. In attempting to confirm the objectivity of findings, it was important to carefully plan and execute the whole study. An audit trail provided the basis for recognising the formal and planned nature of this process. Respondent validation was felt to be neither helpful nor practical in this context.

FINDINGS

Data from the larger study were reconsidered in relation to how the information provided by partners could be utilised. As with the original study a thematic approach generated several codes which led to
the identification of three key themes: ‘practical support’, ‘putting your partner first’ and ‘acting as a confidante/ally’.

The three cases considered here summarised in the context of the larger study in Table 1 where all participants have been given pseudonyms can be seen in table 2

Table two Partner background

In theme one, ‘practical support’, several elements were included such as helping with physical tasks, offering accommodation and giving advice. ‘Putting your partner first’, the second theme made clear love for the person with cancer. Details were given as to how partners put themselves ‘second’ by going out of their way to help, changing plans and compromising their own well-being. In theme three, ‘acting as a confidante/ally’, partners were able to help in keeping matters private and supporting decisions when others sometimes did not.

It was evident in this study that young people placed important emphasis on their personal relationships. Four out of the five were either in, or had been in, what they termed a ‘serious relationship’. Of the four who reported their relationships one had ended, thus leaving three young people with partners during the data collection period. They had all been in relationships for a year or more. The participants discussed examples of issues within their personal situation and actions that they had taken independent of others.

Practical support

One partner interviewed Nigel, was in a relationship with Ellen who he met at university. When she complained of pain in her shoulder before a diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, he was keen to offer practical advice:

I think, it’s... it’s coming back again I do think you should go and see the doctor about it and I think after a few days she did go and finally see the doctor because it was really starting to hurt. (Interview with Ellen’s partner Nigel).

He was on the same degree programme and she accepted his help as a way of coping with her symptoms whilst also preparing for examinations. She was beginning to lose some control over events in her life as her symptoms worsened prior to diagnosis. Nigel commented:

I think as the pain grew, she started, it started to get worse she started to ehh, I’m not so sure that she lost control, but like other aspects. It started affecting other aspects of her life really hard. Like she was really, really worried how her exams were going to be because either the
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...pain was going to affect them or the drowsiness from the strong painkillers were going to affect them, but we got it so we revised together...we revised a lot together, I helped her a lot. (Interview with Ellen’s partner Nigel).

Practical support offered by Nigel was crucial here, enabling Ellen to continue with her studies and he was a catalyst for ensuring that she managed to cope, despite her symptoms. He was also extremely worried about his partner’s worsening condition although he did what he could to help her to continue with everyday life. At a later stage in treatment, when Ellen was recovering, Nigel offered help which meant he would not even have a bed to sleep in, but he was willing to do this because he was committed to helping Ellen plan her life following the completion of treatment:

When she was first talking about coming back to (city) she was scared that she wouldn’t be able to get a flat or she wouldn’t be able afford a flat and I said you can come and stay with us... and my family will look after you... you can sleep in my bed I can sleep in a sleeping bag... but Ellen would say a very resounding no to that because she, she would again feel like she was imposing. (Interview with Ellen’s partner Nigel).

It is interesting to note just how far Nigel was prepared to go in helping his partner, possibly at the expense of his own wellbeing. Similarly, Will, who was being treated for Osteosarcoma, felt it very important that his partner Meg was there supporting him on a daily basis:

Meg came down as much as she could because she was off for the summer from school even at that time, so it was really nice to have some support (interview three with Will).

...she was pretty much there nearly every day you know there for me. (Interview three with Will).

Practical help was a common feature of partner experience and in Ellen’s and Nigel’s case he was keen to offer help throughout her cancer experience. This included help both at the onset of the disease, and upon completion of treatment, and included helping with university examination preparation and accommodation on Ellen’s return to her academic programme. These elements were very important to her in terms of her continued achievement and being able to live independently. Similarly, although Will was not specific about the practical support that he had from Meg, it was really important for him that she was ‘just there’ for him.

Putting your partner first

Partners put themselves in ‘second position’ during the time that the other young person was going through cancer treatment. Partners were keen to let others know what they were willing to do to try and improve the situation. Ellen moved from university to her parental home to have treatment.
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However, Nigel wanted to continue the relationship and was determined to ensure that they continued to see each other:

I wanted to keep it going...I love her...and I knew, all this is, is she is going to be away for two years I immediately went, I made the decision I am going to see her every couple of months if I can...so I started taking on work as a maths tutor... so I started taking on tutoring... to get some money. (Interview with Ellen’s partner Nigel).

Meg spoke of her intention to stay with Will whatever transpired in terms of his cancer. However, this intention was not welcomed by Will who was upset with what Meg had experienced. Will was determined that she would not put him first if he needed further treatment in the future:

Will: No because I did say to her if it does come back again then I would leave her
Researcher: You would leave her?
Will: Yes, because I wouldn’t put her through it again. (Interview two with Will).

Despite these views at a later stage in his treatment Will did appear to really appreciate that, in essence, Meg had put him first and continued with the relationship:

She has also been there for me every step of the way sort of thing it has been really nice to know that she is there and stuck by me sort of thing because I think most people would have walked away you know if they had a partner going through that and losing their leg. (Interview three with Will).

This was further supported by comments made by Nigel about his relationship with Ellen:

Nigel: I think that’s probably a result of the sadness from it is she said, like she has told me numerous times like I’m going to have changed from this and I am going to be away for two years like if you decide to move on I won’t blame you
Researcher: She doesn’t want to hold you back?
Ellen’s partner Nigel: She doesn’t want to hold me back or anything and I said don’t be stupid (interview with Ellen’s partner Nigel).

Another partner Harriet, who was in a relationship with Sam, decided that she would change her choice of university so that she could be with him once his treatment was completed:

Well obviously we like discussed it together and he was like, ‘Oh don’t change your stuff because of me’, and I was thinking, ‘Well it’s half because of you and half because (local city) is better and do I want to move away?’ (Interview with Sam’s partner Harriet).
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Harriet claimed that she wanted to stay in her local city and did not particularly want to move, however she did acknowledge that part of this decision was linked to thinking about Will requiring her support in the future.

In putting partners first, both Ellen and Will stated that they would not mind if their partner decided to end the relationship. This was connected to feelings of being burdensome and a desire not to hold their respective partners back from continuing with their lives. The views of partners, however, did not demonstrate evidence of wanting to end the relationship. Instead they highlighted the need to support their partners throughout the cancer experience.

It is noteworthy that those AYAs who were unwell attempted to exert some control within the relationship but that this had no effect on the way in which their partners behaved. Furthermore, partners did not give any indication that they listened at all to their suggestions, instead they made their own decisions about their continued participation in the relationship. Nigel for example disagreed with Ellen’s suggestion, he made arrangements to try and earn extra income so that he could spend time with her. Thus, a key feature of this situation was negotiated support that was shaped by the dynamics of the individual relationship.

Acting as a confidante/ally

Commonly the AYAs who participated, who were in the midst of treatment, confided in their partners. In the extract below this could lead to disagreements with others, namely parents. For example, Harriet was supporting Sam in his decision to move back out of his parental home following completion of his treatment. However, Sam’s mother was not particularly happy about this:

He was like ‘no I am going to move out’ and, umm, I know his mum was like ‘I don’t think you should’...she understands that he has to grow up and stuff but yeah, he is going to move out. (Interview with Sam’s partner Harriet).

Sam did not want to discuss his house move with his parents as he recognised that they were not particularly happy about this. However, Harriet talked at length about how he discussed this with her and saw her as an ally in understanding that he needed to leave his parents’ house once he had recovered. This is further substantiated by the on-going support that Harriet gave to Sam to help him achieve his objective of living independently once again:
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He actually wanted to move out more than he was letting on and then they (he and a friend) were looking for flats and he kind of like had hygiene, like he had to think about hygiene, because a lot of the flats were like grimy flats, and yeah we’re like giving him advice (Interview with Sam’s partner Harriet).

Will also confided in Meg, especially in relation to information that he preferred not to share with his parents, and this also happened when his mood was low:

If I have been feeling down or anything like that I will tell Meg about it, sort of thing, like I will tell Meg things that I wouldn’t tell my parents, sort of thing, like if I haven’t been feeling well or down about something. (Interview three with Will).

In Will’s case Meg was his first ‘go to’ person and whilst he would consult his mother this would not be until he had discussed these issues with his partner:

Will: Umm pretty much tell her everything like
Researcher: So you discuss your decisions with her?
Interviewee: Pretty much yeah and you know if I’m still not sure then I probably talk to my mum (interview three with Will).

An ‘extra’ person to confide in, to give advice and help and show allegiance was important for these AYAs as it provided another outlet, which was not only supportive, but also different because of the close nature their relationship.

DISCUSSION

This research highlighted the experience of partners who were romantically involved with AYAs with cancer. During data collection partners told their stories relating to aspects of everyday life as well as specific issues related to the cancer experience. Moreover, they discussed different time points during the cancer trajectory demonstrating a range of activities in which they were involved. Soanes and Gibson (2018) discuss the protection of adult identity in young adults recently diagnosed with cancer and recognise the need for further investigation of relationship experience when young people have cancer. Interviews conducted in the larger study from which this paper is derived provided a rich source of data relating to the components of supportive romantic relationships. The analysis presented here reveals how relationships between young people with cancer and their partners can be highly significant and enduring, contrary to the view that relationships in this age group are often trivial and transitory (Collins 2003). Collins argues there are five distinguishing features which
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contribute to adolescent relationships being developmentally significant. These include: ‘involvement, partner selection, relationship content, quality, and cognitive and emotional processes’ (pg1). All of these characteristics, particularly involvement, have resonance for the AYAs and their partners in this study. In earlier work Levesque (1993) asserted that rather than being transitory, romantic relationships involve commitment, companionship and passion, bearing a strong similarity to adult relationships. Helping partners, putting them first and being an ally and confidante reflect key elements of these criteria.

As the data presented here demonstrates partners were able to offer their own subjective insights into the ways in which they helped AYAs to navigate their way through the cancer experience. Evidence of this was at all stages of the disease process, including the time leading up to diagnosis, the treatment phase and planning for life beyond cancer. Sharing this information with others working in the AYAs cancer field could help to improve care to patients and their partners. Ferrari and Barr (2017) report that the needs of AYAs are not effectively met both during and following treatment, arguing that sharing advances relating to cancer care in practice will benefit clinical care education and research, thus benefitting patients and those close to them. Although partners revealed experiences across the cancer trajectory, information relating to partner involvement and experience during treatment was less apparent. This could relate to findings that young people with cancer may be reluctant to mix with peers at this time because they would rather not be viewed as unwell (Larouche and Chin- Peuckert, 2006; Lewis et al., 2013).

Data resulting from the study was framed within three themes: ‘practical help’, ‘putting your partner first’ and ‘acting as a confidante/ally’. Before diagnosis, as was demonstrated in Ellen’s case Nigel was central to providing practical help and advice, rather than her parents as she was living away from home. During this time, it is understandable that this will happen purely as a result of geographical issues. It is therefore important that prior to diagnosis, AYAs need to have an awareness of the signs of cancer and need to seek help in a timely manner. Delayed or complicated routes to diagnosis are not uncommon in AYAs (Gibson et al., 2017).

The notion of putting someone first who you in a relationship with is not surprising, however in this age group, it is likely that AYAs will generally have little, or no, experience of finding themselves in situations such as the ones described here. Nevertheless, Harriet gave an example of changing her university choice so that she could be closer to Sam when he would be living locally following treatment completion. What is crucial therefore is those who are supporting their partners in a relationship are in receipt of help themselves in terms of advice and education. It is also important
they are not isolated and know where to seek help and information, which will protect their well-being as they experience significant challenges. This education and advice would be best provided by those working in clinical practice and those who provide psychosocial support (Zebrack and Isaacson, 2012). Youth workers could also play a useful role in assisting partners in this context. Educational preparation programmes should include information on the experience and needs of partners during this time. There is also a need for a wider strategic approach in determining support for partners throughout the cancer experience and beyond. Policy development and benchmarking standards should seek to include the requirements of partners as part of routine care in cancer treatment centres.

Being a confidante/ally is a role that can be undertaken, however it might also create a serious conflict of interest for the partner, or a feeling that some matters might need to be disclosed particularly if the AYAs with cancer is at risk. In Will and Meg’s case, he chose to confide in Meg when he felt down because he preferred not to discuss this with his parents. This could present some difficulty for partners as they might feel pressure to ‘hold on’ to information when the AYAs with cancer has specifically asked them not to reveal information. In this situation their own well-being might be compromised and relationships with other family members such as parents and siblings may become strained. Cheung and Zebrack (2017) identify the most common resources desired by young people who have been treated for cancer and these resonate with the supportive role offered by partners and include help with loneliness and creating a sense of community and belonging.

For AYAs these relationships were the first long-term ones they had encountered and their partners were a central part of their everyday lives. As with healthy young people of this age, this was also a time of moving away from their immediate family. Partners beginning to take on this role reported that the experience became one that was shared most within the partner dyad, with the family’s input being lessened to some extent. In this study it appears that despite the age and inexperience of partners in terms of romantic relationships, they were able to mobilise ability to perform roles which met the needs of the young people with cancer. However, in doing so they had very little guidance, advice or knowledge which would help them with the tasks which they faced on a regular basis.

LIMITATIONS

The study limitations included the collection of data from only one site. A range of sites may have yielded different results linked to the culture of different geographical areas. Whilst the sample was small the detailed data did provide some preliminary insights into the experiences and needs of
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partners. Whilst maximum variation was attempted, there are still a number of issues that were not captured including, marginalised groups and other types of cancer than those included. The experience of cancer has the potential to differ widely depending on the treatments involved. Additionally, all those interviewed had opposite sex partners. There is therefore a need to consider same sex partners in future work or other configurations of relationships and partners. In a further study currently being undertaken to examine partner experience in more depth, one pair of participants recruited are in a same sex relationship.

CONCLUSION

The portfolio of research about the experiences of AYAs continues to grow and inevitably more is being learned about a number of psychosocial issues relating to cancer in these age groups (D’Agostino et al., 2011: Zebrack and Isaacson 2012: Olson and Smith 2018). Whilst partners were not the main focus of the original study, a number of interesting and relevant findings resulted that illuminated elements of their experience. Few resources exist within in this area and more education is needed to ensure the needs of partners are met. It is clear that partners play a vital role in supporting AYAs cancer care but it is not clear whether partners have sufficient help or information, which is empirically evidenced, to assist them during this time. These findings add a further dimension to the existing evidence pertaining to close relationships in the AYAs cancer experience.

Further research should explore the partner experience to improve this aspect of the cancer journey for AYAs. In particular the needs of partners should be further examined enabling support for a group which are central to the care of AYAs diagnosed with cancer. Those in a romantic relationship with AYAs who have cancer undertake a significant amount of ‘partner work’ that can have a positive effect on how individuals cope. It is timely to suggest that future sources of advice and help are now developed. These could assist partners in their relationships and improve experience for AYAs with cancer.
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